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1 INTRODUCTION
The last twenty years have seen an expanded focus on the interdisciplinary nature of the study of acous-
tics, in part driven by resolutions passed by UNESCO on the importance of sound in today’s world1 and
the inclusion of types of instrumentmaking,music performance, andother cultural expressions in the list
of protected practices acknowledged by the Convention for the Safeguarding of Intangible Cultural Her-
itage.2 In parallel, developmentswithin the fieldof acousticsallow for theapplicationsofmodern technol-
ogy to better preserve, study, and recreate the soundscapes and acoustics of culturally significant sites.

The presented work is a synthesis of ongoing research from the realms of architectural acoustics, au-
ralisation, and musical acoustics. It is undertaken as a part of an ongoing archaeoacoustics project
focused on the Cathédrale Notre-Dame de Paris, which has played an important role in the develop-
ment of western Europeanmusical traditions. For years, the interconnection between the cathedral and
the musical styles that developed there has been a matter of speculation and intrigue for musicologists
and cultural historians.3 To better understand the relationship between the ancient music practices at
the cathedral and its contemporaneous acoustics, a choir-focused binaural auralisation system was
developed to support ongoing experimentation.

Thestudyofmusicianperformancevariationandroomacoustics iswell-established,withstudiesbroadly
following categorisations of soloist/ensemble performances and actual/virtual acoustic spaces (see Ta-
ble 1). Within the virtual acoustic rendering approach, studies can be further categorised between
loudspeaker-reproduction and headphone-reproduction. Although the computational ability to simu-
late complex acoustic fields has increased in the last decades, there have been limited attempts to
auralise choral ensembles within an individualised, spatialised room acoustic simulation. Fischinger et
al. studied a choir inside an acoustic field rendered over “partially-open” headphones.4 This study used
the same impulse response for the convolution of each individual singer’smicrophone. Canfield-Dafilou
et al. created an auralisation roomusing a systemof four loudspeakers to render auralisations for study-
ing student choirs within various virtual acoustic spaces.5 The recording system was independent from
the auralisation system. Yadav et al. studied and developed a system for simulating autophonous room
impulse responses (RIRs) in geometrical acoustic models and delivering those simulations over open
headphones to soloist singers for use in subjective evaluations.6,7 Jimenez et al. extended these tech-
niques to auralise larger orchestral ensembleswithin the same theoretical framework, though it appears
that the largerensemblesagain receivedspatially-generalisedacousticsdeliveredover the reproduction
system rather than individualised acoustic responses.8 Meanwhile, Boren et al. created an auralisation
system for a large ensemble using spatially averaged room impulses and closed headphones.9

System calibration procedures for interactive auralisation systems are found across a variety of re-
search domains. Laird et al. calibrated a loudspeaker-based system by comparing the energy ratios
from a reference room’s impulse response (RIR) with the same measurement taken inside the experi-
mental room recreating the RIR.17 Yadav et al. calibrated their headphone-based system by recreating
a measured oral-binaural room impulse response (OBRIR) through the system, using a dummy head

soloist ensemble
actual [10–14] [10]
virtual [7, 13, 15, 16] [4, 5, 9]

Table 1: Categorisation of literature on musician performance studies.
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with mouth simulator to measure the output of the auralisation and adjusting gains and delays accord-
ingly.6 Pelegrin Garcia et al. calibrated their headphone-based system in a three-step process. First,
an OBRIR was measured in a physical space using a dummy head with mouth simulator. Then, the
same configuration was modelled in a geometrical acoustic (GA) software. Finally, the output of the
GA software was used in a convolution engine and the delay and gain of the reproduced acoustic was
adjusted until the physical OBRIR was reproduced by the overall auralisation system.18 Amengual Gari
et al. calibrated the level of loudspeaker-based system by placing microphones near the ears of study
participants playing music within the experimental room. The recording was convolved with the direct
part of the auralisation signal and played through the system. The gains of the original recording and
the reproduced direct sound were then compared and an amplitude offset calculated.19 Sierra-Polanco
et al. used a headphone-based system and calibrated the microphone level to 94dB at 1 kHz, but did
not attempt to reproduce a particular room as a part of the experiment.20

While the existing literature provides many approaches for calibrating auralisation systems over loud-
speakers or for individual users over headphones, there is room for the development of a calibration
procedure for a multi-user, headphone-based auralisation systems aimed at recreating specific rooms.

2 CONVOLUTION SIGNAL
2.1 Creation

The impulse responses used here were created with CATT-Acoustic (v9.1) and TUCT (v2.0e:1.02).
GA models of the Cathédrale Notre-Dame de Paris were simulated in TUCT using 1000000 rays and
algorithm 1 with 1st-order diffraction enabled.21

Within each acoustic model, four positions were defined for autophonous sources, where the receiver
was positioned 10 cm on-axis behind the source’s location.6 These were distributed in a shallow arch,
spaced approximately 1.5m apart, facing towards a central point as with a conductor. A fifth receiver
location was at this focal point, a little over 1.5m away from the singing positions defined around it. The
sources were defined with the directivity pattern of a soprano singing at fortissimo,22 and the binaural
receivers used theNeumannKU-100HRTF.23 All sources and receiverswere directed at the focal point.
A passive receiver likewise pointed towards the focal point, facing towards the array of autophonous
sources. The BRIRs associated with colocated source-receiver pairs will be called OBRIRs moving
forward, to distinguish it from the BRIRs traveling between that source and other receivers in the con-
figuration.

Whenasoloistplayswithinachamber,whatshehearscanbeconceptualisedasacombinedsignalof the
direct sound from her instrument as well as a reverberant sound shaped by her instruments’ directivity,
and her location within the architecture of the chamber. Expanding this framework to two performers
within the chamber, Musician A perceives a combined signal of her own direct sound, the direct sound
ofMusicianB, and the reverberant sound of herself andMusicianBwithin the chamber. TheRIRswhich
characterise the path from Source A to Receiver B (A-B) and its inverse (B-A) are not identical, as they
contain spatial characteristics related to both positions in the hall. For any ensemblewithN performers,
the total combination of sound paths received by any performer can be calculated asN2.

2.2 Treatment

After generating the O/BRIRs for each source and all receivers, steps were taken to normalise the level
of the direct sound across the entire matrix of sources. To achieve this, the OBRIRs (e.g., Source A to
Receiver A (A-A) or SourceB toReceiver B (B-B)) were scaled to have amaximumvalue of 1 at the peak
of thehighest sound. Thescaling factorswerepreserved for eachOBRIRandapplied to theotherBRIRs
originating from the same source (e.g., ((A-B, A-C, A-D)) to preserve the proportionate volume of the di-
rect sound as it disperseswith distance. TUCTgenerates all RIRswith a small amount of leading zeroes
before the arrival of the direct sound, so this offset was determined for the OBRIRs and then removed
fromallO/BRIRs to ensure that the arrival time for each impulsewas synchronisedbetween theOBRIRs
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and the time of arrival was preserved for the subsidiary BRIRs. This results in a matrix of normalised
and time-aligned O/BRIRs (gref ) which may be further manipulated to allow for real-time convolution.

Within room acoustics, 0ms to 10ms is generally accepted as the time-window containing the direct
sound within an impulse response.24 To exclude the direct sound from the convolution engine, the first
10ms of the OBRIRS were replaced with a vector of zeroes.17 For the BRIRs (such as A-B, A-C, A-D),
the direct sound arrived between 4.4ms to 8.1ms after the beginning of the time-aligned BRIRs. In the
case of the BRIRs, the 10ms-long window began at the direct sound’s time of arrival. The signals were
then cross-checked to ensure that direct sound had been entirely removed from the standard impulse
responses (e.g., A-D and D-A).

After introducing the zero-vector to exclude the direct sound from the impulses, a 1.1ms (50 samples)
long linear gain rampwas applied to smooth the onset of the convolution signals. The resulting impulses
(gaur) were then loaded into the convolution system for system calibration and validation.

3 SYSTEM
Theauralisationsystemwascreated inMax8ona3.7GHzQuad-Core2013MacProwith16GBofmem-
ory. An external sound card (RME BabyFace Pro) connected to a microphone preamp (RME OctaMic
II), which provided power to four head-mounted cardioid microphones (DPA 4088). The patcher ran at
44.1 kHz with an I/O buffer of 64 samples, and used the multiconvolve object from the HISSTools
toolbox for efficient partitioned convolution.25 The reverberant signal was output through the sound card
to an amplifier that powered four fully transparent head-mounted loudspeakers (AKG K1000).

Dryaudio signalswere recorded inReaper, includingeachsinger’s head-mountedmicrophone, a stereo
pair of omnidirectional microphones (DPA 4006), and a 1st-order Ambisonics microphone (Core Sound
TetraMic)positioned in themiddleof thesingers’ array. Aseparatecomputer recorded thevideooutputof
four LogitechStreamcamsmounted at head height to capture close views of their faces and eyes for fur-
ther body languageanalysis. Finally, awide-angle video camera (ZoomQ2n-4K) captured anensemble
view of the participants to better analyse the nonverbal communication and gestures of the ensembles.

Using this setup, each participant received a personalised binaural audio signal delivered over the open
headphones. The virtual acoustic environment (VAE) did not reproduce the direct sound of any musi-
cian, insteadusing theunamplifieddirect sound travellingwithin theanechoic chamber. Eachparticipant
received a personalised, binaural reverberant signal over their headphones, which accounted for both
their physical spatial distribution throughout the experimental room as well as the virtual distribution
inside each acoustical model (see Figure 3). The computer handled 16×2=32 simultaneous real-time
convolutions to create the complete binaural convolution engine, with a system latency of 5.8ms.

4 CALIBRATION AND VALIDATION
Previous calibration procedures frequently focus on the calibration of a loudspeaker array, where the
loudspeakers can be treated as extending the domain of the experimental room into the virtual domain,
or on the recreation of an OBRIR using a dummy head with mouth simulator.18,26

This calibration process for the binaural system follows an energy-balance approach previously used
within the context of loudspeaker-based reproduction systems and extended in Eley et al.17,27 The ap-
proach begins with calculating the stage parameter STlate as in Eq. (1), which measures the balance
of early and late acoustic energy related to a performer’s experience of reverberance on a stage. Tra-
ditionally, STlate is measured using an omnidirectional source and an omnidirectional receiver located
1m apart on a stage24 and does not allow for cases with directional sources, binaural receivers, and
co-located source-receiver pairs. To make a distinction between the standard calculation of STlate and
the compound metric used to adjust the full system’s energy balance, SysTlate (System Support) is
proposed as an alternative term.
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The first step of the calibration was the calculation of a reference value of STlate for each member im-
pulse in gref . These two values (one per channel) provide target parameters for a comparison with the
auralisation system.

Using a known delay of n-samples, a delayed dirac signal δ(n) and a delayed version of gnaur were
created to record the performance of the total system.

A co-axial loudspeaker (Genelec 8331B) was positioned 1.5m away from a KU-100 dummy head and
the volume of the headphones were adjusted to output the same level of sound input into the aurali-
sation microphone (DPA-4088). The auralisation microphone was positioned 7 cm in front of the loud-
speaker off-axis from the speaker diaphragm and was connected to the auralisation patcher described
in Section 3. Using a synchronised sine sweep28 covering over the frequency range [20Hz-22 kHz] and
at sampling rate 44.1 kHz, recordings were made of the direct sound at the proximate microphone as
well as the dummy head. Having calculated the level offset between the three microphones, a pair of
headphones were placed on the dummy head and the auralisation system was turned on. Since the
calibration signals include a known delay, the dummy headmicrophones recorded two sweeps for each
system measurement: the first coming directly from the speaker, and the second one delayed through
the convolution engine. Using the auralisation system with signal δ(n), the direct and delayed sweeps
were recordedand theheadphoneoutputwasadjusted so that theRMSamplitudeof the delayed sweep
recorded at the dummy head was equal to the RMS amplitude of the dry sweep recorded with the prox-
imate microphone. By calculating the offset in samples from the onset of the direct sound recorded
with the auralisation microphone and the onset of the second sweep recorded by the dummy head, it is
possible to account for the total system latency from microphone input to auralised output. Using this
offset, an amount of zeroes at the beginning of all gaur signals corresponding to the total system delay
were removed to offset the latency introduced by the convolution engine (in this case, 256 samples).
Using the delayed OBRIR gnaur, the system gains within Max 8 were adjusted to reproduce the STlate

previously calculated from gref , with an adjusted formulation of the calculation (see Eq. (2)).

STlate=10log10

(∫ 1000ms

100ms
h(t)2dt∫ 10ms

0ms
h(t)2dt

)
(1) SysTlate=10log10

(∫ 1000ms

100ms
h1(t)

2dt∫ 10ms

0ms
h0(t)2dt

)
(2)

For the combined term SysTlate, h0 is the direct signal received from the DPA 4088 positioned near the
loudspeaker, while h1 is taken from the dummy head’s recording of the second, delayed sweep. After
adjusting the gains within Max 8, gnaur was replaced by the final signal gaur and the system was again
recorded with a sweep for final verification that SysTlate(gaur)≡STlate(gref ).

Once the overall volume of the headphones, internal ratios within Max 8, and latency offsets are cal-
culated, the system can be adjusted by varying only the software gains proportionally to each other,
preserving the previously calculated energy ratio. By scaling all OBRIRs and BRIRs by the same factor,
it is also possible to verify that the gains set for each OBRIR impulse reproduce the same calibration for
the BRIRs as well.

As a final verification, the experimental subjects were asked to participate in a final step. In this final
step, the singerswere fittedwith their head-mountedmicrophonesapproximately 7 cm from thecenter of
their mouths and wearing headphones. Standing 1.5m in front of a sound level meter, they were asked
to sing a sustained note at 84dB for a period of 5 s, reproducing the level of the co-axial speaker used
in the calibration steps. The RMS level of the recorded sound from the headmounted microphone was
then compared to the levels recorded during the calibration, and the software gains in Max 8 were then
adjusted to account for level differences due to microphone placement. These adjustments tended to
be level decreases ranging from 2dB to 4dBbelow the initial settings, suggesting that this energy based
calculation provides a suitable starting point for future binaural calibrations.
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(a)
RIR derived from delayed δ(n).

(b) Time domain signal of gnaur (c) Original impulse gref and
reconstructed gaur in dB scale.

Figure 1: Steps in the calibration process. Final energy balances after calibration are STlate(ref) =
−29.8dB and SysTlate=−30.4dB.

5 EXPERIMENTAL APPLICATION
Following the calibration process, two professional choirs participated in a set of singing experiments
within the system. The experiments included four test sessions, in which the ensemble would perform
1minexcerpts of threemedieval liturgical songswithin a five reproducedacoustics of the theCathédrale
Notre-DamedeParis. Eachmusical excerpt was representative of a different era ofmedievalmusic and
corresponded to one of the reproduced acoustics. Members of the ensembles have experience singing
inside Notre-Dame de Paris and other significant venues associated with the development of medieval
music.

Following the description in Section 2, four performer locations and one listener location were defined
in similar positions within acoustical models. For each autophonous source, gref and gaur were gener-
ated and then treated as described in Section 2.2. The source and receiver locations within the model
replicated the arch the singers standing in within the anechoic chamber. This is slightly wider apart than
the preferences for choir spacing established in Daugherty, but still within the bounds of reasonable
spacing for choral performances.29 This spacing was chosen to balance proximity between the singers
and the requirement of cross-talk rejection for later performance analysis.

In each acoustic, the ensembles performed each song before filling out a short questionnaire about their
assessment of the acoustics. The ensembles were asked to rate the ease of performance within the
acoustic per song, as well as the suitability of that acoustic for the song. Finally, they were asked to
rate the overall difficulty of performing within the acoustic. At the end of the experiment, Ensemble A
and Ensemble B members were each presented with floorplans and elevations of the buildings under
study. The ensembles were immersed in each acoustic for 3min and asked to identify the floorplan of
the current acoustic.

Following the experiments with the ensembles, 17 participants were recruited to assess the same au-
ralisation system as the choirs used. This was done to cross-check the calibration system’s validity and
overall impression of the auralisation system. Theywere administered a similar subjective listening test
and asked to assess the acoustics for the amount of reverberation, the suitability of the acoustics as a
music performance place, and tomake a guess about which acoustic theywere immersed in. Unlike the
experimentswith the choirs, these participantswere given a set of six floorplans to guess from. Analysis
of the musical performance is still ongoing.

6 DISCUSSION
The calibration was successful in suggesting initial levels for auralisation input and output level, but
room remains for further refinements. Due to the amount of time it takes to verify the calibrations for
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(a) Ensemble A within the anechoic chamber. (b) View from the motion capture cameras.

Figure 2: Views of Ensemble A in the final auralisation setup.

Figure 3: Signal flow of complete choral auralisation system.

4×4×Macoustics=16∗N BRIRs in a four-person choir, it would be preferable to expedite the calibration
procedure to allow for concurrent cross-checking of self-to-other levels through the system.

Asnotedearlier, the adjustmentsmade to theauralisation systemduring the final calibration step tended
to reduce the output volume of the headspeakers by 2dB to 4dB. While this is a satisfactorily small
amount of adjustment from the initial calibration level, it points towards a systemic over-estimation of
the perceived level of the direct, autophonous sound for each performer. This is likely due to a com-
bination of factors, including the directivity of the head-mounted microphones and their sensitivity to
placement and distance, as well as the directivity pattern of the loudspeaker used in the calibration. Fi-
nally, the calibration doesnot account for the bone-conducted sound for the individual performers, which
would contribute an additional volume offset from the direct sound to the reverberation in the system.
However, aftermaking the final hardware gain adjustments, themembers of EnsembleA andEnsemble
B noted that they experienced the same difficulties in performing “as in a cathedral,” indicating that the
system was set up in a plausible way for their performance.

The responses of the 17 non-specialist assessors likewise indicated an overall amount of plausibility
in the calibrated system, with 5 assessors requesting adjustments to the gain averaging 3dB to 4dB
removed from the original setup. However, unlike the professional choirs used in the experiments,
the non-specialists did not uniformly desire a lower level for the auralisations. This indicates that non-
specialists may have a different taste profile from musicians30, or that non-specialists expect a sense
of hyper-reality from the virtual acoustic reality which professional choirs do not.
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7 CONCLUSION
The calibration procedure used for these experiments was a useful if time-consuming process, ensur-
ing that the properties of a reproduced acoustic are accurately reflected within the signal received at a
listener’s ear. However, further work is needed to refine the system, including accounting for hardware
directivities and a streamlined process to verify the calibration across non-autophonous sound paths.
Despite this, thecalibrationprocesscreatedasystem that bothprofessional choirsandnon-professional
assessors acknowledged as plausible, and that reproduced key aspects of particular room acoustic for
experimental purposes.
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